
Tangy Pasta Salad
Adapted from a Serious Eats recipe and told in my own words

Ingredients:

for the salad:

1/2 lb. elbow macaroni

1/4 c. apple cider vinegar

1 green or red pepper, diced

4 stalks celery, peeled and diced (or you can substitute another pepper)

1 small to medium red onion (you'll use 1 c.)

for the dressing:

3/4 cup mayonaise

1/3 c. whole milk

1/4 c. sour cream

1 Tbsp. + 1 tsp. Dijon mustard

1 Tbsp. fresh lemon juice

1 1/2 tsp. hot sauce

1/2 tsp. Worcestershire sauce

1/2 tsp. garlic powder

Directions:

Put a large pot of heavily salted water up to boil.  (It should be as salty as 
seawater.)  When the water is boiling, add the pasta.  Overcook it.  This 
makes it extra absorbent and allows it to soak up more of the cider vinegar 
and get a good tang going.  When the macaroni is nice and soft, drain it well 
and dump it into a large bowl.   Pour the cider vinegar on top and toss to 
coat the macaroni.  Let the macaroni sit in the cider vinegar while you chop 
the vegetables and make the dressing, or about 15 minutes, until the 
macaroni has cooled and absorbed all the vinegar. 

While the pasta rests, dice the red onion until you have 1 cup.  Place the 
diced onion in a bowl of ice water and let it sit for 10 minutes, then drain.  
(This will make the taste of the onion less aggressive.  If you are serving 
this to people who might not be onion fans, you can reduce the amount or 
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use scallions instead.)  In the meantime, chop the peppers and the celery, if 
using.  

Combine all the ingredients for the dressing in a medium bowl and whisk to 
combine.

When the macaroni has cooled, pour about 3/4 of the dressing over it.  Add 
the veggies and the drained red onions.  Toss to coat the salad evenly.  Add 
more dressing if you like.  Cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate, preferably 
for at least an hour (overnight is fine, too).  Taste the salad and add any 
remaining dressing, if desired, or season with salt and pepper if it needs it.  
Serve.  


